SCENTED
SANITISER
Botanica The fragrance features sandalwood, Virginia cedar,
Santal 66

cardamom, violet, papyrus, leather, amber and iris.

White Tea A sophisticated white tea accord with refreshing
White Tea

bergamot have been masterfully united with the
richness and warmth of jasmine and lavender.

Flora This premium fragrance combines floral, citrus and sweet notes.

Milagrito

This scent is slightly feminine and injects a sensation of relaxation
and elegance.

Nutty Lime Summer in a bottle' is the perfect way to describe Caju Fruit & Lime.
Caju & Lime

The effervescent blend of citrus fruits is energising and fresh with
complex middle notes of fig tree and oakmoss.

Lover This fragrance is highly seductive, with simple, elegant,

Concerto

aromatic accords full of fruity freshness of mandarin,
bergamot, melon, tea, amber and jasmine.

Zen A warm and most luxurious fragrance, highlighted with the comfort

Sensual Wood

Spiced Orange

Bois Secret

of sandalwood; jasmine, blondwood, orris and rich musks combine to
create an aura of confidence and trust.
A woody spicy fragrance with top notes of bergamot and marjoram;
middle notes are cypress, cloves, cumin and pepper; base notes are
sandalwood, mahogany, vetiver, vanilla, musk and amber.

Aroma This is a premium fragrance that begins with mandarin, fresh watery o
Miami

zone and green cardamom notes. Supported by black pepper and musk.
This scent is slightly masculine and injects a sensation of energy and class.

Citrus A very elegant and classy fragrance. Fresh and sunny, Royal includes top
Royal

notes of lemon, lime, mandarin orange and bergamot.

Tropical Black Fig & Guava encapsulates a tropical infusion with leading notes

Black Fig & Guava

of Orange Zest and Grapefruit, complemented by Fig, Passionfruit and
the richness of Red Apple. Base notes of Amber and Musk finish the
profile with stabilising aromatics.

Herbal A warm and sensuous blend with an oriental feel. At the heart is the

Myrrh,
Tonka & Spice

richness of myrrh & musk complimented by floral touches of heliotrope,
magnolia & jasmine. Note the added hints of tonka bean, amber &
vetiver that finish this mystical aroma.
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